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ABSTRACTS


The internship report is written based on the internship in the Department of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports of Klaten Regency. The internship was done from 22 January 2018 to 22 February 2018. The objective of this internship report is to describe the activities during my internship program, i.e. making the Indonesian-English leaflet and the short promotional video, and the problems encountered along with the solutions.

During the internship, I divided my activities into five parts. Those were doing observation, writing promotional texts for the leaflet, designing the leaflet, making the video promotion, and submitting the projects. The problems encountered during the internship activities were dealing with bad weather during the observation activity, translating unfamiliar words, choosing dictions, making layout, and selecting raw footages. The solutions for those problems were using umbrellas to protect the cameras, searching references and definitions on the internet, looking for leaflet layouts from other regions on the Internet, and making a time target in selecting the raw footages.
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